
Summer 1 Week 6 – 21st May 2021 

What have we been learning? 
 

   

 We have been reading the story of “Pirates Love Underpants” and we have enjoyed experiencing lots 
more pirate and pants-related activities - decorating some pants (made out of paper!) using collage     
materials, writing about  the story of “Pirates Love Underpants” independently, playing snap with              
pictures of colourful pants and colouring in a pirate on Purple Mash on the PCs. 

 
 

 In our Phonics sessions this week we have been continuing to read words with four sounds and we are 
still working hard to recognise our new “tricky words” onsight. Our teachers have also been seeing    
which of our Phase 2 & 3 sounds we can confidently recognise independently (without having the        
picture of the corresponding action as a clue!).   

 
 

 In Maths this week we have been learning about how using positional language helps us to accurately 
describe where something is. We showed our understanding of these words (on, under, behind, in front, 
above & beside) by putting a picture of a pair of pants in each position near our toy pirate ship. It was 
great fun! 

 
 

         
  
 
 

 

Homework 
Literacy 
 

        - Writing about the “Pirates Love Underpants” story independently and drawing a picture to show  
          what happened. Remember to use your “sound card” to help you. 
 
 

        - Reading books - please write us a comment to let us know how your child managed with their books  
                                     at home. We really do value your insight.  
 
Maths  
 

        - Positional Language - have a look at the “home learning challenges” to let you practise using the  
                                              positional language words that we have been thinking about this week in  
                                              school.             
 

We are continuing to add links to useful websites DB Primary relating to our new “Magic and Mayhem”      
topic tab. 

Listening to positional language 
words and putting the pants in the 

correct  places near the pirate ship. 

We really loved decorating the pants using 
collage materials...the fluffy feathers were 

our favourite! 


